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Chapter 0 
Introduction 

Overview  of  the  course 
(part 4)



random  combinatorial  structures
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pictures and algorithm:
I.Dutour, J.M.Fedou





the arctic circle  
theorem





The  PASEP  model

Dynamical  systems

(Partially  asymmetric  exclusion  process)











The  PASEP  algebra

DE = qED + E + D

A  matrix  ansatz
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alternative  tableau



n = 12

alternative  tableau





moments of
q- Laguerre  polynomials





combinatorial  theory  for 
(formal)  orthogonal  polynomials

combinatorial  theory  for 
(analytic)  continued  fractions











- introduction to enumerative and bijective combinatorics 
- non-crossing paths, tilings, determinants and Young 

tableaux. The LGV Lemma. 

- introduction to the theory of  heaps of pieces: the 3 
basics lemma 
- heaps of pieces and statistical mechanics: directed 
animals, gas models, q-Bessel functions in physics 
- heaps of pieces and 2D Lorentzian quantum gravity 

- combinatorics of the PASEP), relation with orthogonal 
polynomials 



algebraic   combinatorics:

Young   tableaux 
and 

representation  of  the symmetric  group











The  Robinson-Schensted  correspondence  (RSK)  between  
permutations  and pair of (standard) Young tableaux with the same shape



PASEP  algebra

RSK

Cellular  Ansatz

DE=qED + E + D

UD= qDU + I









Operators  U  and   D
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 Young  lattice



PASEP  algebra

Cellular  Ansatz

DE=qED + E + D

Combinatorial  representation  
of  the  PASEP  algebra



- introduction to enumerative and bijective combinatorics 
- non-crossing paths, tilings, determinants and Young 
tableaux. The LGV Lemma. 
- introduction to the theory of  heaps of pieces: the 3 
basics lemma 
- heaps of pieces and statistical mechanics: directed 
animals, gas models, q-Bessel functions in physics 
- heaps of pieces and 2D Lorentzian quantum gravity 
- combinatorics of the PASEP), relation with orthogonal 
polynomials 


